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 It won the prestigious Nihon SF Taisho award for 1999, and received the Science Fiction and Fantasy Translation Award from
the American Translator Association in 2002. Goyō Matsumoto, who also published the novels Shinigami no Shōgatsu (Afterlife
Holiday, 1996), Tenjō no Tsubasa (Blue Heaven, 1997) and New World (1997), was the first to try to capture what he called the
"spirit" of the yōkai in a novel. His novel was initially published as the four-part omnibus Yōkai-tachi no Mitō (Guardian Spirits

of the Eight Spirits). The second and third parts were published as Moribito. The author acknowledges he was inspired by his
childhood interest in the occult and has stated that parts of the book are "inspired by the yōkai stories of Lafcadio Hearn."
Creation and conception Goyō Matsumoto, the author of the novels afterlife holiday, and shinigami no shogatsu, tenjō no

tsubasa and new world, was a professional art director. He states that he thought of a novel that would depict the yōkai the same
way he liked to depict his favourite work of fiction. As such, he conceived of the idea of a novel that would be inspired by the
supernatural folklore he enjoyed as a child. He saw yōkai as beings that can be seen by everyone, even if they are invisible. By
the time he had started his novel, he felt he had to make sense of the yōkai "spirit" by placing them into a narrative structure.

The concept of a yōkai centric novel came from the fact that he has always been interested in yōkai lore and supernatural
stories. Plot In Kyoto, Hidesato, a university student, finds the corpse of a young girl, Suiko, lying in the forest. He thinks she

died of a broken heart. However, an ancient shrine maiden who has been assigned to guard Suiko's soul tells him that she
committed suicide. A few days later, Hidesato meets a beautiful girl at the shrine, who claims to be Suiko's younger sister,

Koharu, and that Suiko died because of her bullying. Hidesato is intrigued, and asks the girl to tell him about her. But when he
tries to contact her, she disappears. Hidesato finds her soul in the shrine. 82157476af
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